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OUR STORY, OUR PASSION

For The Shreya Agarwal Label,  the soul nourished by the culture and beauty of Jaipur, Shreya 

infuses the beauty and royal hues of the Pink city in her collections. SHREYA AGARWAL'S 

collections entail from evening gowns to Indian lehengas, saree and much more. Every 

composition of the label embodies a minimal yet modern philosophy, striking yet free-spirited - 

of a kind that is deeply rooted within the women of the age.

“Our collections follow our hearts, not seasons, which means we focus on fabrics and designs that give us (and you) the 
most joy. We are committed to upcycling earth and skin friendly surplus fabrics and embroidering them to create 
unique pieces for you.” states Shreya
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Step out in style with our Electric Blue Rhinestone Chain Halter 
Mini Dress. This stunning dress is perfect for any formal occasion, 
from weddings to proms to cocktail parties.

The bright electric blue color will make you stand out in a crowd, 
while the rhinestone and chain embellishment adds a touch of 
glamour and sparkle to the dress.

The halter neckline is both elegant and flattering, providing a chic 
and sophisticated look. The straps wrap around the neck, leaving 
the shoulders and arms exposed, and elongating the neck to 
accentuate the shoulders. 

The mini length hemline falls perfectly above the knee, creating a 
modest yet stylish look

This dress is perfect for those who want to make a statement at 
their next event. 



It is made with high-quality materials that are both comfortable and durable, 
ensuring that you will look and feel your best all night long. 

So why wait? Get ready to turn heads with our Electric Blue Rhinestone 
Chain Halter Mini Dress.

Product comes with lining.

The actual color may slightly vary from the shoot picture due to lighting.

Material: Taffeta Silk

Fit: Fitted at bust
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CONTACT US
Phone : +91 87699 95542 

Email : info@kaoribyshreya.com
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